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Abstract

The Spent Fuel Storage Building at Kozloduy NPP site has been analysed for new review level
earthquake with 0.2g peak ground acceleration (compared to the initial design basis earthquake with
O.lg PGA). The preliminary seismic analysis of the existing building structure using the 5% site
specific response spectrum showed the need of seismic structural upgrading.

Two upgrading concepts were evaluated on the basis of several factors. The main factor
considered was preventing the collapse of the hall structure and the travelling cranes on the fuel
storage area during and after a SSE.

A three dimensional finite element model was created for the investigation of the seismic
response of the existing structure and for the design of the building upgrading. The modelling of the
heavy travelling crane and its sub-crane structure was one of the key points. Different configurations
of the new upgrading and strengthening structures were investigated.

Some interesting conclusions have been drawn from the experience in analysing and upgrading
of such a complex industrial structure, comprised of elements with substantial differences in material,
rigidity, construction and general behaviour.

1 INTRODUCTION

The Spent Fuel Storage Building is a cast in place and precast high-bay industrial type building
constructed in 1986 at Kozloduy NPP site. The building is approximately rectangular measuring
about 78 by 46 meters in plan and rises 37 meters above ground. Figure 1 shows the current
configuration of the building. It is comprised of two main parts - Main Hall (between rows B and F),
with high-bay (between axes 1 and 7) and low-bay (between axes 7 and 14) and Auxiliary Building
(between rows A and B). There are two travelling cranes to handle the spent fuel - a high capacity
crane (160t) servicing the high-bay and a light capacity crane (16t) servicing both bays. The structure
is composed by two construction types: the precast concrete construction above Elevation 7.20m,
and the monolithic concrete block below this elevation where the spent fuel pools are housed and
which supports the precast building elements. Figure 2 shows a typical section of the building at the
transition between high and low-bays at axis 7.

The existing lateral load resisting system of the Main Hall superstructure consists of
cantilevered precast columns in the transverse direction and frame resisting frames precast columns
and beams as well as interior concrete shear walls in the longitudinal direction.

The existing structure has been designed for an anticipated seismic input motion with O.lg
peak ground acceleration. With the application of stronger safety requirements for NPPs it came
clear that the facilities of Kozloduy NPP should be designed to withstand safe shutdown earthquake
(SSE) with 0.2g peak ground acceleration. Considerable efforts have been made by experts from
different institutions, essentially supported by IAEA, to develop more adequate seismic input
characteristics for the seismic qualification of facilities associated with the safe shutdown of the
plant. This included development of a free field Response Spectrum for Kozloduy site, anchored at
0.2g PGA, which was approved by IAEA [1], Figure 3.

The preliminary seismic analysis of the existing building structure using the 5% site specific
response spectrum showed the need of seismic structural upgrading.
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Figure 1 Plan View of the Spent
Fuel Storage Building
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Figure 2 Vertical Cross Section at Axis 7
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Figure 3 Kozloduy NPP Site Specific Response Spectrum

2 UPGRADING CONCEPTS

Two upgrading concepts were evaluated on the basis of several factors - one based on cast in situ
reinforced concrete shear walls along the end walls of the building and the other based on new
vertical steel braces. A key factor for the selection of upgrading concept was the client's requirement
for quick and easy for implementation building upgrades that will impose no breaks in the
technological process. EQE-Intemational defined acceptance criteria based on the USNRC and UBC
requirements for analyses, member and connections detailing [2]. Relative construction costs were
considered as well as the client's requirements for the building upgrading schedule. Walkdown notes
were used as a base to assess the applicability of the proposed strengthening concepts. Finally, the
main factor considered was preventing the collapse of the hall structure and the travelling cranes on
the fuel storage area during and after an SSE.

The acceptance criteria for design was that structural elements must have capacity to resist the
combined effect of gravity and earthquake loads. This is expressed as the ratio of demand forces to
capacity forces of the structural elements of the lateral load-resisting system, which is called Inelastic
Demand Ratio (IDR). The inelastic demand ratios used for the assessment of existing elements and
for the design of new ones in this case are shown in Table 1.

The strengthening concept based on new steel braces was chosen. The general advantage of
the steel structure upgrading scheme is that the construction work will be carried out outside of the
spent fuel pools area.

The main upgrading elements in the transverse direction are new external steel braces
supporting the columns of the hall, which are attached down to the auxiliary building, Figure 4. It
was estimated that their assembly and erection will be possible and comparatively easy on the roof
of the auxiliary building. Bracing upgrades are also made between the columns on axis 1. On axis 7
at the transactional area between the high-bay and low-bay roofs a new steel truss is arranged, Figure
2.

In the longitudinal direction, vertical steel braces along rows B and F are arranged, Figure 5.
Doubled braces are used at the high-bay part of the building to resist the longitudinal seismic loads.

Reinforced concrete shear walls will also be built up in different locations in the auxiliary
building and in the inner structure of the hall, Figure 6.

A decision was made to remove the facing precast concrete panels on axis 7 between rows B
and F above the low-bay roof, because they can fall down directly on the spent fuel pools through
the low-bay roof. All heavy facing panels along row F between axes 1 to 7 above Elevation 24.00m
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Figure 4 Transverse External Steel Brace at High-Bay Section
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Figure 5 Longitudinal Vertical Steel Braces

Table 1 Inelastic Demand Rations (EDR)

Building System

Steel Braced
Frames

Concrete Walls

External Braces

Elements

Diagonals
Precast Columns
Precast Beams

Braces
Shear

Flexure
Struts

Connections

Inelastic Demand
Ratios

3
1
1
1

1.5
1.75

1
1

Notes

only tension
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will be removed also, in order to decrease some of the masses on the higher levels and thus to reduce
the stress in the lateral resisting systems' elements induced by seismic loads. All removed heavy
concrete panels are to be substituted by lightweight panels made of corrugated steel sheets and
polyurethane thermal insulation.

Figures 6 and 7 show the location of the new work and main strengthening elements. The
actual structural element locations were finalised during the detailed analysis and final design phase.
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Figure 6 Plan of Structural Upgrades
at Elevation 7.2m
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3 CREATING A 3-D FINITE ELEMENT MODEL FOR FINAL DESIGN

A three dimensional SAP90 model was created for the investigation of the seismic response of the
existing structure and for the design of the building upgrading. A seismic analyst, structural and civil
engineering team was formed and the benefits of their joint effort were utilised to accelerate the
process of analysis, member sizing and connection details design, [3].

3.1 INVESTIGATION ON THE STRUCTURAL BEHAVIOUR

Investigations of different elements of the model were carried out with the goal to develop envelope
of the seismic forces. Different configurations of the external steel braces were investigated. Two
lateral supporting sets of elements were finally chosen - one against heads of the high-bay columns
and one against columns transaction on Elevation 27.75m. For these braces the inelastic demand
ratio was defined equal to 1.0, Table 1.

The longitudinal vertical bracing along columns on rows B and F was arranged to span 2-4
bays. The investigation was carried out to identify the most reasonable span of bracing. The three
spans braced were chosen. After that the moment resistance of the longitudinal high bay girders for
rotations around vertical axis was investigated. It was decided to put shear force transferring
elements on the girders at Elevation 27.75m to make possible resistance through vertical braces of
the transverse seismic loads also.

The modelling of the heavy travelling crane and its sub-crane structure was one of the key
points of this work. Its mass can develop very large seismic forces, but it cannot cause movements of
the supporting nodes in opposite directions, so the crane also supports the lateral resistance of the
adjacent columns by distributing the forces to more than two pairs of columns.

The crane was modelled in two manners. The first was to put beam type elements between
columns on the corresponding axes. In the second, more precisely, the crane beams, crane car and
sub-crane ways were modelled. The influence of the crane location along the high-bay hall was also
investigated. Three principal locations were assumed: between axes 1-3, 3-5, 5-7. The critical crane
location for lateral bracing elements was found to be between axes 5 to 7 where it is often located
during operation.

The sub-crane structure transfers vertical and horizontal transversal and longitudinal crane
loads. For transversal horizontal and seismic loads, the sub-crane structures are vulnerable. That is
why they were proposed to be upgraded to a box type steel frame structure. The detailed modelling
of the crane was done mainly for the purposes of evaluating the sub-crane structure upgrading [4].

The modelling of masses took in consideration the real gravity loads distribution, established as
a result of the walkdown. Numerous runs were done improving the mass distribution, just to make it
closer to reality and, at the same time, reasonable to be processed. It was found during the
investigation that panel masses on the outer columns on row T above Elevation 24.00m and axis 14
above Elevation 18.00m induce very large seismic forces. It was decided to remove the heavy panels
there and replace them with lightweight ones, as mentioned above. The effect of the masses on the
building cladding sides was investigated also and was decided that the panels can be left there.

3.2 FINAL RUN

As a result of the above mentioned investigations, the SAP90 model was refined and tuned to
properly assess the seismic response of the upgraded structure, Figure 8. Upper limit member seismic
forces were assessed from the analyses.

The final runs were carried out with 5% site specific response spectra. After that deconvoluted
5% response spectra down to the foundation level were used as input for comparative study. The
deconvoluted response spectra were prepared using SHAKE'91 code analysis [5]. The benefit of
using this seismic input motion was reduction of approximately 10% of the member seismic forces
which did not practically affect the new sized braces and upgrades of the existing elements.
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Figure 8 SAP90 Structural Model

3.3 LOADING COMBINATIONS

The principal load combination used was:

DL + 0.25.LL + CRL + E

DL - dead load (includes equipment loads);
LL - live load (includes snow loads);
CRL - crane loads;
E - seismic loads.

3.4 SIZING OF NEW ELEMENTS

The sizing of new bracing elements was carried out. The sizing calculations were done according to
the Bulgarian Code [6]. The steel profiles for the upgrading elements were chosen from the available
on the Bulgarian market. The new shear walls were sized to transfer the seismic forces to the
monolithic foundations [7].

3.5 CONNECTIONS DESIGN

The connections were carefully designed according to the requirements of UBC [8] and Bulgarian
Codes [6,7]. The connections of the upgrading elements must insure the full load transfer from the
connected elements to the adjacent supporting structure, Figure 9. At the same time, the main
upgrading elements must insure the bearing capacity of the main structure under combined loads.
The ties between new and existing elements were made by strips, anchor bolts passing through
reinforced concrete elements and anchor bolts with epoxy clay. Application of Bulgarian welding
consumables and increased quality control of the welds were proposed.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The experience in analysing and upgrading of such a complex industrial structure, comprised of
elements with substantial differences in material, rigidity, construction and general behaviour,
showed some interesting conclusions, as follows:

• It is always worth considering several alternative concepts for seismic upgrading and
strengthening of complex structures. Some of the conceptual upgrades may not work as
expected in the stage of detailed design and others may even come out to be applicable.
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Figure 9 Typical Connection Detail

It is important to take into account the structure of heavy bridge travelling cranes when making a
3D model of an industrial structure for seismic analysis, because in this way:

- more realistic assessment of the structural behaviour is achieved;
- the sub-crane structures can be analysed precisely and upgraded adequately;
- assessment of the crane-building structure interaction during seismic event can be done and

conclusions for the seismic qualification of the crane structure can be drawn;

The development of detailed models of complex building structures should be done very
carefully. Complex models may come out to be very sensitive when conducting spectral seismic
analysis. Extremely important is the mass distribution which should be made close to reality and,
at the same time, reasonable to be processed.

The detailed design of connections may sometimes result in changing of the whole upgrading
concept when there is lack of space to construct the connection or the adjacent structural
member has no sufficient capacity or adequate configuration.
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